
BXBRCISBS FOR CHAPTER 2

Section 2.1: Statements

2' l. Which of the following sentences are statements? For those that are, indicate the truth value.

(a) The integer 123 is prime.
(b) The i¡teger 0 is even.

(c) Is 5 x 2: l0?
(d) x2 -4:0.
(e) Multiply 5x i_2by 3.

(f) 5x * 3 is an odd inreger.
(g) What an impossible question!
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2.2. Consider the sets A, B, C , and D below. Which of the following statements are true? Give an explanation
for each false statement.

{1,4,7,10,13, 16,...} C:{x eZ: x isprime and x t'2}
- {x e Z: x isodd} D: {1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,...}

(a)25eA, (b)33eD, (c)22ÉA¿D, (d)CcB, (e)ØeB.D, (Ð53i*C
2.3. Which of the following statements are true? Give an explanation for each false statement.

(a) Ø e Ø (b) Ø e [Øl (c) {1, 3} : {3, 1}
(d)Ø:{ØI @)Øc{Øl (Ðl c{1}.

2.4. Thefollowing is an open sentence over the domain R:

P(x):x(x-l):6.
(a) For what values of ; is P(x) a true statement?

(b) For what values of x is P(x) a false statement?

2.5. For the open sentence P(x) :3x - 2 > 4 over the domain Z, determine:

(a) the values of x for which P(-r) is true;
(b) the values of ¡ for which P(.r) is false.

2.6. Fot the open sentence P(A) : A c {1,2,3} over the domain S = ?({1, 2,4}), determine:

(a) all A e S for which P(A) is true;

(b) all A e S for which P(A) is false;

(c) all A e S forwhich A n 0,2,31 : Ø.

2.7. Let

P(n) : n and n l2 are primes.

be an open sentence over the domain N. Find six positive integers n for which P(n) is true. If ¿ e N such
that P (n) is true, then the two integers n, n + 2 are called twin primes. It has been conjectured that there
are infinitely many twin primes.

Section Z.2zTln,e Negation of a Statement

2.8. State the negation of each of the following statements

@) Jl is a rational number.

(b) 0 is not a negative integer.

(c) Ill is aprimenumber.

2.9. Complete the truth table in Figure 2.16.

A_
B

P a -P -a
T T
T F
F T
F F

Figure 2.16 The truth table for Exercise 2.9.
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P Q -A PA -a

Figure 2.17 The truth table for Exercise 2.12.

Section 2.3: The Disiunctíon and Conjunction of Statements

2.10. Let P: 15 is odd and Q :21 is prime. State each of the following in words, and determine whether they are

trueorfalse. (a) P v Q þ) P nQ @)eP)v Q @) p n(-Q).
2.11.. For the sets A: {1,2,... ,l0l and B : {2,4,6,9,12,251, considerthe statements

P:AcB. Q:lA-Bl:6.
Determine which of the following statements are true:
(a)PvQ (b)Pv(-0) @)PnQ
(d) (-P) n Q (e) (-P) v (-Q).

2.12. Complete the truth table in Figure2.l7.

2.13. Let S : {1, 2, . . .,6} and let

P(A) : A. {2,4,61 : Ø and Q(A) : A I Ø.

be open sentences over the domain 2(S).

(a) Determine all A e 2(S) for which P(A) n Q(A) is true.

(b) Determine all A e 2(S) for which P(A) v (-0(A)) is true.

(c) Determine all A e 2(S) for which (-P(A)) n (-0(A)) is true.

Section 2.4: Tlne Implication
2.14. Consider the statements P : l7 is even and Q '. 19 is prime. Write each of the following statements in

words, and indicate whether it is true or false.
(a)-P (b)PvQ @)PnQ @)P+Q.

2.15. For statements P and Q, construct a truth table for (P + Q) + ?P).
2.16. Consider the statements p : Jl is rational and Q : 22/7 is rational. 'Write each of the following statements

in words and indicate whether it is true or false.
(a) P + Q þ)Q+ p (c)(-P) +(-Ø (d)(-0)=+(-P).

2.17. Consider the statements:

p : Ji is rational, Q : I is rational, n : Ji is rational.

Write each of the following statements in words and indicate whether the statement is true or false.

(a)(PnQ)+R
(b) (P 

^ 0) + (-R)
(c) ((-P) n Q) + A

(d) (P v O) + (-R).

T T
T F
F T
F F
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Section 2.5: More on Implications
2.18.

2.19.

2.20.

2.21.

Consider the open sentences P(n) : 5n i 3 is prime and Q@) : "ln * | is prime over the domain N.

(a) State P(n) + Q(n) in words.

(b) State P(2) + QQ) ín words. Is this statement true or false?
(c) State P(6) + Q(6) in words. Is this statemenr rrue or false?

In each of the following, two open sentences P(.r) and Q(x) over a domain ,S are given. Determine the truth
value of P(*) =+ Q@) for each ¡ e S.

(a) P(x) : lxl : !; Q@) : x :4; S : {-4,-3,1,4,5}.
(b) P(¡) : x2 : 16; .Q@): lxl:4; S: {-6, -4,0,3,4,8}.
(c) P(.r) : x > 3; Q(x) : 4x - I > 12; S: {0, 2,3,4,6}.
In each of the following, two open sentences P(x) and Q@) over a domain .S are given. Determine all
r € ,t for which P(-r) + Q@) is a true statement.

(a) P(¡):x-3:4; Q@):x>8; S:R.
(b) P("r) : x2 > l; Q@): x > 1; S: R.
(c) P(.r):x2>l; Q@):x >1; S:N.
(d) P(¡) :.r e [-1,2]; Q@): x2 <2; S: [-1, l].
In each of the following, two open sentences P(-r, y) and Q@, y) are given, where the domain of both ¡
and y is Z. Determine the truth value of P(x, y) + Q@, y) for the given values of -r and y.

(a) P(x, y) : x2 - !2 : 0 and Q@, !) : x : y.
(x, y) e t(1, -l), (3, 4), (s, 5)Ì.

(b) P(.x, y) : l¡l : lyl and Q@,y): x: !.
(x, y) e {(r,2), (2, -z), (6, 6)}.

(c) P(x, y) : x2 I y2 : I and, Q@, y) i sr I y : l.
(x, y) < t(1, -l), (-3,4), (0, -l), (1, 0)].

Section 2.6: Tlne Biconditional
2.22. Let P: 18isoddand Q:25iseven.State P + e inwords. Is p <à etrueorfalse?
2.23. Consider the open sentences:

P(x): x : -2. and Q@): x2 :4.

2.24.

over the domain s : {-2, 0, 2}. state each of the following in words and determine all values of ¡ e s for
which the resulting statements are true.

(a) - P(¡) (b) P(¡) v Q@) (c) P(x) n Q@) (d) P(_x) + e@)
(e) Q@) + P(x) (Ð P(¡) + Q@).

For the following open sentences P(-x) and Q@) over a domain S, determine all values of -r e S for which
the biconditional P(.r) <à O(¡) is true.

(a) P(x) : lxl : 4; Q@) : x : 4; ,S : I-4, -3,1,4,51.
(b) P(;r) : x > 3; Q@):4x - I > 12; S: {0, 2,3,4,6}.
(c) P("r):x2:16; Q@):x2-4x- 0; S: t-6,-4,0,3,4,8Ì.
Let P(x) : .r is odd. and Q@): -r2 is odd. be open sentences over the domain Z. State P(x) <+ Q(x) in two
ways: (1) using "ifand only if" and (2) using "necessary and sufficient".

FortheopensentencesP(.r):l¡-31 <landQ@):xe(2,4).overthedomainR,sratethebiconditional
P(.r) <+ Q@) in two different ways.

2.25.

2.26.
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2.27 . Ineach of the following, two open sentences P (x, y) and Q@,y) are given, where the domain of both 'x

and y is Z. Determine the truth value of P(x, y) ë Q@, y) for the given values of x and y.

(a) P(x, Y) : x2 - !2 : 0 and Q@, !) : x : Y'
(x, y) e {(1, -1), (3, 4), (s, 5)}.

(b) P(x,l) : l¡l : lYl and Q@,Y) i )( : Y.
(¡, y) e {(r,2), (2, -2), (6, 6)}.

(c) P(x, y¡'. x2 I !2 : I and Q@'Y): r f Y : l'
(x,y) e {(1, -1), (-3,4), (0' -l), (l' 0)}.

2.28. LetS : {1, 2, 3}. Consider the following open sentences over the domain S:

r1n¡ , 911!11 i. ooa.'2
e@) : 2,-2 + 3,-2 * 6n-z > (2.5)n-t .

Determine three distinct elements a, b, c inS such that P(a) + Q@) is false, Q@) + P(b) is false, and

P(c) <) Q(c) is true.

2.29. LetS : {1, 2,3,4J. Consider the following open sentences over the domain S:

rvl , Ur) is even.

Q@) : 2'-z - (-z¡n-z is even.

R(n): 5'-t * 2' is Prime'

Determine four distinct elements ø, b, c, d in S such that

Q) P(a) + Q@) is false; (ä) Q(b) + P(b) is true;
(iii) P(c) e R(c) is true; (iv) Q@) + R(d) is false'

Section 2.7: Tautologies and Contradictions

2.30. For statements P and Q, show that P + (P v Q) is a tautology'

2.31. For statements P and Q,show that (P ¡ -Q) ¡ (P n Q) is a contradiction.

2.32. Forstatements P andQ,showthat(P ¡(P + QÐ + Qisatautology.Thenstate(P n(P + QÐ+ I
in words. (This is an important logical argument form, called modus ponens.)

2.33. For statements P , Q, and'R, show that (P + Q) ¡ (0 + R)) =+ (P + R) is a tautology' Then state this

compound statement in words. (This is another important logical argument form, called syllogism.)

Section 2.8: Logical Equivalence

2.34. For starements P and Q,the implication (-P) + (-Ø is called the inverse of the implication P è Q.

(a) Use a truth table to show that these statements are not logically equivalent.

(b) Find another implication that is logically equivalent to - P I -Q and verify your answer'

2.35. Let P arñ Q be statements.

(a) Is -(P v Q) logically equivalent to (-P) v (-Q)? Explain'

(b) What can you say about the biconditional -(P v Q) + ((-P) v (-Ø)?

2.36. For statements P, Q, and R, use a truth table to show that each of the following pairs of statements are

logically equivalent.

(a) (PnQ)+PandPèQ.
(b) P + (Q v R) and (-0) + ((-P) v A).

2.3'7. For statements P and Q, show that (-Q) + (P n (-P)) and Q ate logically equivalent'
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2.38. Forstatements P,Q,andR,showthat(P v Q)+ Rand(P =+ R)n (Q+ R)arelogicallyequivalent.

Section 2.9: Some Fundamental Properties of Logical Equivalence
2.39. Yerify the following laws stated in Theorem 2.18:

(a) Let P , Q, and.R be statements. Then

P v (8 n R) and (P v Q) n (P v R) are logically equivalent.

(b) Let P and Q be statements. Then

, -(P v Q) and (-P) 
^ 

(-Q,\ are logically equivalent.

2.40. Write negations of the following open sentences:

(a) Either-r:0or):0.
(b) The integers a andb are both even.

2.41. Consider the implication: If x and y are even, then .ry is even.

(a) State the implication using "only if ".
(b) State the converse of the implication.
(c) State the implication as a disjunction (see Theorem 2.17).
(d) State the negation of the implication as a conjunction (see Theorem 2.21(a)).

2'42.Forarealnumberx,letP(x):x2:2andQ@):x-Jt.Statethenegationof thebiconditionalp ëe
in words (see Theorem 2.2I(b)).

Section 2.10: Quantified Statements

2.43. Let S denote the set of odd integers, and let

P(x) : xz f I is even. and Q@) : x2 is even.

be open sentences over the domain S. State V¡ e S, p("r) and f"r e S, e(x) in words.

2.44. Defrne an open sentence R(x) over some domain S and then state Vr e S, R(x) and llx e S, R(x) in words

2.45. State the negations of the following quantified statements, where all sets are subsets of some universal set U
(a) For every set A. A I A : Ø.

(b) There exists a set A such thatÃ c A.

2.46. State the negations of the following quantified statements:

(a) For every rational number r, the number 1/r is rational.
(b) There exists a rational number r such that 12 :2.

2.47. Let P(n) : (5n - 6)/3 is an integer. be an open sentence over the domain Z. Determine, with explanations,
whelher the following statements are true:

(a) Yn e Z, P(n).
(b) lz e Z, P(n).

2.48. Determine the truth value of each of the following statements.

(a) l"r€R,x2-x:0.
(b)VrzeN,nfl>2.
(c) V.r e R,Jxz : x.
(d) lx e Q.3x2 - 27 :O.
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(e) 3xe R,3ye R,¡f )f 3:8.
(ÐV,v,1l€R,r*y*3:8.
(g) lx, y eR.,x2 t y2 :9.
(h) V; e R, Vy e R, ¡2 + !2 :9.

2.49. The statement

For every integer m, either m < I or m2 > 4.

can be expressed using a quantifier as:

YmeZ,m<lorm2>4.
Do this for the statements in parts (a) and (b).

(a) There exist integers a and b such that both ab < 0 and a * b > 0.
(b) For all real numbers x and y, x I y implies that x2 + y2 > 0.
(c) Express in words the negations of the statements in (a) and (b).
(d) Using quantifiers, express in symbols the negations of the statements in both (a) and (b).

2.50. Consider the open sentence

P(x, y, z) : (x - D2 + O - 2)2 + (z - Z)z > 0.

where the domain of each of the variables x, y and z is R.

(a) Express the quantifiedstatementVx e R,Vy e R, Vz e R, p(x,y,z) in words.
(b) Is the quantified statement in (a) true or false? Explain.
(c) Express the negation of the quantified statement in (a) in symbols.
(d) Express the negation of the quantified statement in (a) in words.
(e) Is the negation of the quantified statement in (a) true or false? Explain.

2.51. Consider the quantified statement

For every s € ,S and / € S, st - 2 is prime.

. where the domain of the variables s and f is S : {3, 5, ll}.
(a) Express this quantified statement in symbols.
(b) Is the quantified statement in (a) true or false? Explain.
(c) Express the negation of the quantified statement in (a) in symbols.
(d) Express the negation of the quantified statement in (a) in words.
(e) Is the negation of the quantified statement in (a) true or false? Explain.

Section 2.11: Characterizations of Statements

2.52. Give a definition of each of the following, and then state a characteization of each.

(a) two lines in the plane are perpendicular
(b) a rational number

2.53. Defineanintegerntobeoddifnisnoteven.Stateacharacterizationofoddintegers.

2.54. Defrne a triangle to be isosceles if it has two equal sides. Which of the following statements are
characterizations of isosceles triangles? If a statement is not a characterization of isosceles triangles, then
explain why.

(a) If a triangle is equilateral, then it is isosceles.
(b) A triangle T is isosceles if and only if Z has two equal sides.
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(c) If a triangle has two equal sides, then it is isosceles.

(d) A triangle T is isosceles if and only if T is equilateral.

(e) Ifa triangle has two equal angles, then it is isosceles.

(f¡ A triangle T is isosceles if and only if I has two equal angles.

2.55. By definition, a right triangle is a triangle one of whose angles is a right angle. Also, two angles in a triangle
are complementary if the sum of their degrees is 90". Which of the following statements are

characterizations of a right triangle? If a statement is not a characterization of a right triangle, then explain

why.

(a) A triangle is a right'triangle if and only if two of its sides are perpendicular.

(b) A triangle is a right triangle if and only if it has two complementary angles.

(c) A triangle is a right triangle if and only if its area is half of the product of the lengths of some pair of its
sides.

(d) A triangle is a right triangle if and only if the square of the length of its longest side equals the sum of
the squares of the lengths of the two smallest sides.

(e) A triangle is a right triangle if and only if twice the area of the triangle equals the area of some

rectangle.

ADDITIONAL BXERCISES FOR CHAPTBR 2

2.56.

2.57.

2.58.

2.59.

2.60.

Construct a truth table for P ¡ (Q + -P).
Given that the implication (Q v R) + -p is false and p is false, determine the truth values of R and P.

Find a compound statement involving the component statements P and Q that has the truth table given in
Figure 2.18.

Determine the truth value of each of the following quantified statements:

(a)l¡eR,¡2-¡:0.
(b)VneN,n*112.
(c) v.r e R,JF: x.
(d) l¡ e a,, : ;.
(e)l¡,yeR,"r*)*3:8.
(f)Vx,yeR.x*y*3:8.
Rewrite each of the implications below using (l) only if and (2) sufficient.

(a) If a function / is differentiable, then / is continuous.

(b) Ifx: -5,then x2:25.

P Q -A
T T F T
T F T T
F T F F
F F T T

Figure 2.18 Truth table for Exercise 2.58



2.6r.

2.62.

2.63.

2.64.

2.65.

2.66.

2.67.

2.68.
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Let

P(n) : n2 - n + 5 is a prime.

be an open sentence over a domain S.

(a) Determinethetruthvaluesof thequantifiedstatementsVn e S, P(n)andln e S, -P(n)fors: {1,2,3,4}.
(b) Determine the truth values of the quantified statements V¿ e S, P(n) and lz e S, -P(n) for

s : {1, 2,3,4,5J.
(c) How are the statements in (a)'and (b) related?

(a) For statements P, Q, and R, show that

((P n Q) =+ R) : ((P 
^ 

(-R)) + ?Ø).
(b) For statements P, Q, and R, show that

((P ¡ Q) + R) : (0 n (-R) =+ (-P)).

For a fixed integer n, use Exercis e 2.62 to restate the following implication in two different ways:

If ¿ is a prime and n > 2, then ¿ is odd.

For fixed integers m andn, use Exercise 2.62to restate the following implication in two different ways:

If ¡ø is even and n is odd, then m I n is odd.

For a real valued function / and a real number x, use Exercis e 2.62 to restate the following implication in
two different ways:

If f '(x) :3x2 - 2x and 
"f 

(0) : 4, then f (x): x3 - x2 + 4.

For the set ,S : {1,2,3}, give an example of three open sentences P(n ), Q@), and R(n), each over the
domain S, such that (1) each of P(n), Q@), and R(n ) is a true statement for exactly two elements of S,
(2) all of the implications P(1) + Q0), QØ + R(2), and R(3) + P(3) are true, and (3) the converse of
each implication in (2) is false.

Do there exist a set S of cardinality 2 and a set {P(n ), Q(n), R(n)} of three open sentences over the domain
SsuchthattheimplicationsP(a)+Q@),Q(b)+ R(b),andR(c)=+ P(c)aretrue,wherea,b,ceS,
and (2) the converses of the implications in (1) are false? Necessarily, at least two of these elements a, b,
and c of ,S are equal.

LetA:{1,2,...,6}andB:{1,2,...,]}.Forxe A,letP(x):lx*4isodd.Forye B,let
Q0) :5Y * 9 is odd. Let

S : {(P(x), Q0Ð: x € A,y e B, P(x) + Q0) is false}.

What is lSl?


